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SYMPOSIUM:

. 'ISSUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF.SOCIA
/

PERCEPTION AND JUDGMENT

Development of Achievement- Related Judgmenthl Processes

Diane N. Ruffle

Princeton, Univer4tx.

Several social ,psychologists have recently described the

importance of attributions at mediatort,for individual's responses
.

to environmental tvents.

Frieze, Kukla, Reed', Rest,

.Q

In the area of'achievement, Jner,

C Rosenbaum (1271) 'haVe modified the

Atkinson model of achievement motivation to show how causal attri-
r

butions of success and failure affect achievement-related behaviors.

Research wi,ith adults Has generally supported the hypothesized re-

lationships among type of infoimation (e.g,, social norms), causal

attributions (e.g., ability), and behavieral. responses (e.g., level

of affect), However, research in this area becomes more complicated

when one is studyigg children, .Unlike,adults4 Children .at various

ages potentially differ greatly on both the cognitive capacities

necessary, for the demands of judgmental tasks and on the degree
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of experience with theachievement information invD1ved.

?This paper will present some research'my colle'agues and I

haVe done on the devdlopmentalof achi4yement-related judgments.

The initial question prompting this series of s judies, was,conaerned
)

with how children learn to evaluate-themselves in achieveMent

situations. :What is it that make, childre.n at different ages feel

"good" about succeeding and "bad" alpOut failing? What information
<

they use in making these kinds of judgments?N"
._

The approach to the research described in this paper was based
ft - .

.

on thee Weiner et al. attributional model of achievement. They su'g-

O

a

gest tliat an individual's,level of affect (pride/shame) after a

successful or unsuccessful task performance is related to attribu-
.

.-t2bne-concerning the causes of the performance. Attributions to

_internal factors (ability or effort) are assumedrta rtesult in
4

greater positive, or negative affect than,attributions to,external
S.
factors (tatk.difficulty or luck). One cue commOnty used in making

4

a causal attributions is social norms. When an individual's per-

formance is consistent with the performance of others (e\g., I

succeeded and everyone elte succeeded), attributions should be to

an external faCtdr--task ease. Conversely, when the individual

p'erformance is.inconsistent with that of others (e.g., I succeeded
%

and everybody else failed), attributions should be made to an

internal factor--ability or effort. Empirical suppO for the

,exstence of these relationships in adults is provided by Weiner

and Kukla (1970).

o.

O
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In i1872,, Jacque Parsons and °I conduCted a, study to test /

developmentally these hypothesized relatlonshipS between Outcome

cues, Social Norm Cues, .and self-evaluation. .Children at:,three

age levels (6,-8, and 19 years) performed matching- familiar -

figures tasks, on which they either succeeded or failed (outcome

cue). they were also told that%other children their age either
e

succeeded or failed (social norm cue). The major dependent vari-

a6le was level'of positive or negative affect. It was predicted

'that 4evel of affect would be related to social norm and outcome

information as suggested by the Weiner'et al. (1972) model,

dirscribed earlier, and that there would be an increasing use of

the information with age. (The developmental predictions were

based on theoretical formulations by Inh.tlder and Piaget (1958)

and by Veroff (1969)). The results showed that, as expected,

`here were main effects -for Outcome (p < .001) and for Soci.al

Norms -.(p .05). The children felt better after succeeding than

after failing; and they felt more. pride about success and less

shame about failure wren they were told that everyone else had

failed. -These effects can be seen in Figure.l.

Insert Figure 1 ,about het e.

In terms of developmental findings, there was an Age X

Outcspme interaction (p .05), which indicated that Outcome

information had an increasing impact on self-evaluative ratings

4.
,with age, but only forfailure information (See Figure'l). There

; 5
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was no age (diffdrence in level of affect after success. This

finding is worth noting because it represents one of the major

consistencies across the studies, and because it relates to

recent findings in the moral judgment literature (Costanzo,

Coie, Grumetz &Farnill, 1973) that age differencs in the use

of social cues varies as a function of the valence. uhf the outcome

information., The expectedsAge X Norm interaction was not signi

a

ficant, though apa!lyses done within each age level indicated

that the main effect fOr Norms was not significant for the 6

year olds. Thus, it was only the older.two'age groups that were
A

,

using the norm information in a-reasonably consistent way.

In general, the results of this study were basically con-

sistent,Wi-eh the Weiner et al. model. Affect ratings were more

extreme in a posAive-or negative direction when attributions.

,should have been made to internal as opposed to external causes.

There is a fundamental problem of interpretation, however. The

mediating'attributions were only assumed to 4 consistent with

the model. We do not knOW for sure that, for example, own suc-
,,

cess coupled with successes by others resulted in an external

task difficulty attribu'tion. Without this information, it is

difficult to fully understand the development of how the use of

social norm and outcome information acts self-evaluation.

There .are various reasons to suspect that young children

,may not use social norm and outcome information in the ways

suggebted above. First, Veroff (1969) has described two kinds



4< of achiew,ment motivations:

internalized -g4Atandards If and

4

5

(1) autonomous, which is ,based on

(2) scrotal, which,concerns standards

based on social comEarin. He 'suggests the second type does

no devtlop until the early school years. Ikccording to Veroff,

a-motive to socially compare develops only after "considerable

reinforcement, usually from siblings Or paYents." lecOnd,
P

Piagetian theory and research has led to, suggestions that cpurigi,
-

children may be limited in their abilities to process certain

kinds and amounts Of information. For examRle,a yoUng child may-

be, too "egocentric" to notice or care about the performance of

anyone e*cepthim/hers,elf (Veroff, 1.969.). Also, a-youhg

tendency to "center" on-ane cue may preclude his/her ability to

''integrate the social norm -and outcome inforMation in m ng

- fUdgments. Third, many young children may have little opportunity

''to socially compare until they enter school. 'it'may not be until

kindergarten or first grade for6es them into competition that they

begin to ecogni'ze that the performance of other's affects how

their own performance is evaluated:

Thus, three'studies- were initiated to.atteMpt to_replicate,

the above results and to determine to what extent children uS'e

outcome and norm cues to make judgments ,about ability, effort,

and task difficult attributions. The basic design of these

three studies (as well as Parsons & Ruble (1972) described above)

is very similar and is sh6Wn in Table 1. Basically, the irde-

pendeht variables are Age (2 or 3 levels), Norms or Task Ease
A

(2 levels), and Outcdme (2 levels). The basic dependent vaiablcs

0

ti
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. effort (e.g., How much did you tiTM, task difficulty (e.g., How

are ratings of ability (e.g. How good are you at tiis task?),

hard was the task?), and usually affect (e.g.,-How goOd-do you

',feel about how you did on thetas ?)." Some of themador differ-
.-

entiating features of each study are also listed in Table 1.

These includ9 within-vs. between subject design, whether subject

rates self or another, age levels of the subjects, etc. Let me

briefly outline the major feature6 of each study, and then I
I
will

attempt to pull them together in terms of the major consistencies

4
across studies. A more detailed description of the method of

44-each study is,also presented as part of Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about hee

Ruble & Ross'(1974)

This study attempted to replicate the affect findings of

Parsons and Ruble and to examine,iftchildren would use the

infoormatipn in,apredictabIe way. in making attribution ratings'.

A.majcr variation was that, instead of Using Social norms,

information about the ease or difficulty of the task was given

directly. It, as assumed that this, change would simplify

,the process of making internal vs. external attributions for

success or failure'since it would eliminate one step of inform-

ation processing (i.e., everyone succeeds - easy task;

everyone fails = bard task). The subjects ( 4 -

o
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iyears vs. 8 1/2 - 9 1/2 years) petformed A-series of trials of
\

t ,

matching familiar figures 'given various combinations of task

s

. difficulty and outcome information. They Mien made self-ratings....

f affect, ability, effort, and task difficulty. In addition,
i

1

obskrq/atkollsofvaxious'lloivcrba-1,bel lllaviorswe'made through a
1

one-way mirror, in order to determine if, for exampleC, number of
.

smiles was related to self- ratings of affect. The results showed
0-- ,

very similar patterns.for affect and ability: -main effects,for

Outcome ($uccess>Fa4ure); main effect fOr Age (young>01d); and

Age X Outcome interactions. Theipattern of these interactions

waNd. essentially;identical to that discussed above for the Parsons

and Ruble Study. The younger children made less.use'than the,

older children of the Outcome information: in their self-rating,

but Only:When they failed. '1owever4, information about the
rF

difficulty of the- task was irrelevant-_o affect and ability
.-A

. .

ratings for both ages. Thus, the expected relationships derived
n . 0, e

fro: the Weiner model were not found for this study as they were

'for Parsons and Ruble.-=

\Task diffi6ulty information'vas relevant to effort and (not

purprisingly) to task difficulty ratings, but mainly for the oldc'r,

'children. These relationships were not simple, however; and
r

thils a description of them will be delayed until theLscussion
,

of consistencies across the three studies. It is wor:h notingf.

though, that the younger children' did not usc the information

about. task diffidulty given by the experiment,_r in mlkin', thoir

np

I
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own task difficulty judgments. Either.they forgot this informa-'

tion,or they preferred to make. this judgment tota4y

independently.

Finally, t!iere were some clear consistencies between the

s:_qf-ratings and the observational measures. Both the measures'
%

for, number of smiles and general facial expressions showed signi-

ficant main effects for Outcote and outcome X Age Interaction.

'Again, the older children made greater differentiations between

success. and failure than the younger children. I1owever, unlike

the se,lfratings, Vies.e age differences seemed to appear in both

succesS and failure conditions. Compared to the young children,

the older group smiled more after success and less after failure.
,

4
. Ruble C Loebl -(1974)

This was the first of a set of two studies designed to -focus

On young children's se of social comparison information First
0

ancUsecond-graders served as subjects because, for various reasons;

this was expected to be the time in which a shift in the use of

social comparison information should occur. These ages are appro-
, .

ximately when the shift from preoperortiothl to concrete operation-

st?.g,es, in a Piagetian sense, are expected. Also, for most

students, these years represent.their initiation into a competi-

tion and evaluation- oriented environment.' Thus, a major change

in the use of theeinformation..7ould be anticipated in,spite of
0

relcti v l5 small difference .in mean age (approximately 1 year) .
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This firSt study 4sed a verbal-story methotology, in,which

the subjects ratdd hypothetical other children doing puzzles. In

- each story, the child actor either succeeded or 'failpd and his/her

peers either succeeded /(high norffis) or' failed tilow 'norms). The

'subjects made ratings on .a five-point scale of the' extent of task

° difficulty, ability, and eff6.4,.t' present in each story.. The
,;3

results showed that, for tye most part, second graders used the

information in- the expected way to make their judgments. For

exa4le, they made higher effbi't and ability ratings after success

than after failure, and higher task difficulty ratings given low

norms as opposed to high. The first gratlers, on the other hand,

did noue the information ii any kind of predictable way. Their

mean ratings of ability- and effort were nearly as high given

(failure as when given success, and they even had slightly higher

mean task difficulty ratings when't.old that everyone else succeed-

ed than when told that .others had filedn

/ Dbebl a Ruble (1975)

The svci.fic causes of th,is fairly dramatic shift bs:2twcen

first and second graders in the above study is not clear. How-

ever, before searching for some cognitive-devel6pmenta.1 f)i, social-
,-)

learning expLanation for the change, we wanted to make surc the

results wer, not simply an artifact of the abstractness of the

verbal-stoty meth(2dology. Thus, Stud 2 of this Set replicated-

and.-extend0 the ab-we study of involving sub.flec,ts ::s.actual part-ft

icipants ln'a social comparison situatiOn.



rapt and second graders were tested in groups
I

boys and.tWoo girls from the same grad,f,:):' They perfcl

tasks, and after each, were given inforrnatinn

formance (success/failure) and the perforaAncs ` -f

,children (all s,cc'eeded/failed) . The e-ordr of prc,sc.:!tin

1- 7

inforjnation was .counterbalanced across su blets.

self-ratings of -affect, ability, effort, sand di rficul.t,y

task.

The patternof results was very similar OCY

In addition the cprrelaions between the rating

tasks were quite high (aver .50) for affect ,abin

and somewhat high (.30) for task difficulty. ihu -.I_

crude index of reliability of the dependent vari,a1

positive results.

Since the pattern of results vas similar for ",
I

the results of the ratings for the first tas?c

There were main effects for success/failure OutcoNe

ability, and task difficulty ratirw,s,jbut net

there was no Grade X Outcome interaction, un]ii. t do

studies, for arty of these ratingS. A

Norms occurred ..only for task diffieulty rf-Lting

They rated the task as significantly hardei's vne

one else failed than- when -eold the others e,ceee

predicted. The only other consct-nt and -;4cr

Outcome X Nom interactior. f the ability
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.

subjects rated theniselved'as more able when others also succeeded
,. t

(140 norms)'; while "fol, failure, they rated themselves as more

able when others failed (loWnorms).
r

'"ConsISten Findin s Acroes Th- Studies

I4 spite. of the-nume u differences among-the studies, cer-
.

tain- patterns emerge fairly consistently. These patterns will be

described in temp of four major areas: (1) Use of Outcome Infor-
,

mation, (2) Use of SociallNort (or Task Difficulty) Information,

(3) Relative impact of"Outeomevs. Social Norm cues, and (4) De-

velopmental Trends.

4 1. ,Use'of Outcome information in self-evaluation. Children's

perceptibns aboUt whether they succeeded or failed had a clear

impact'on their Lhievement-related judgments. There were strong

and tpnsistent main effects of Success/Failure Outcome fol, self-

ratings of affect and ability, and for observations (e.g., smiling)

df affect. There were moderately consistent effects of Outcome on.

task diffic.jlty judgments; bat for effort ratings, Outcome infor-
) ,

,

matiah had very little impact. It is possible that lack of dif-

ferences for effort ratings may be due to a ceiling effect.

. Children seemed unwilling (perhaps for'social desirability reasons)

to y they did not try. It is alsp worth noting that in the sit-

,tia7tiOn( in which the childre,p actually perf't44t a task, they can

make independent judgments about task difficulty and effort

they have:internal knowledge of how hard they tried, thus, it is

not surprising that information provided by the experimenter

should be less relevant to these ratings. Thus insumi the

13
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children in these studies Se!id that they felt more positive

affect, that they had higher ability, and (sometimes) that the

task was easier after success than after failurs.\

2. Use of Social'Norm (or Task Difficulty) information in

self- evaluat4on.

information. in a

main effects for

If the children were using 'thessocial norm

logical and consistent way, there:should be

social norms. That is; there should be higher

affect, ability, effort, and task difficulty ratings for low

norms (everybody 'else failed) than for high norms. However', there

were few main effects fon norms; and when they were found, the

effects were significant only for children in second grade or

older. Norm information was used quite consistently by the older

children for task difficulty judgments and occasionally for effort.

The only other main effect -for norms was for affect in the origi-

nal Parsons and Ruble ,(1972) study.

There were "several interactions of Norms with Outcome; how-

ever, thes'e are somewhat difficult to interpret since the direc-

.tions of the effects were notonsistent. For example, children

in the success condition in the Ruble and Ross study said they had

higher effort when everyorie else failed thah6when everyone else

succeeded--a finding, consistent with predictions. In contrast,

children inn, the success, condition in the Loebl and Ruble study

said they had higher abil(ty when everyone else succeeded than

when everyone'else failed--finding opposite to what would be

)
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predicted. It may be that sometimes the children responded to the

content of the norms, as intended, but sometimes they responded

instead to the valence of the norms, creating alcind of halo

effect. That is, the information that everyone else did All may

create a kind of"positive set that leads the children to respond

positivell, on other ratings as well.

3. Relative impact of Outcome and Social Norm Cuds in Self-

EvAlUat/on. Generally, Outcome information had a much greater

impact than Social. Norms en judgments related to self-evaluation.

The main effects'were consistently stronger and showed up more

'§requently for Outcome. However, there were differences in which

'kinds of ratings were affected by the twe types of cues. Affect

and ability ratings were, with few exceptions, only influenced by

Outcome.. Task difficulty was influenced about equally by Outcome

and SOCial norms, with some variations across the studies. Effort

was only weakly affected by either cue.
ES

The relative ,strength of 'the 'outcome irtformation may have

.

been due, Inpart, to the order in which-the cues were presented.

For all except ono of the studies discussed in this. paper, out-

come always followed social norm information. Results of recent

investigations indicate that the order of presenting as few, as

two G i 1 cues has a clear'impact on achievement judgments (Kun,

Parsons, a Ruble, 1974) and on moral judgments, (Feldman, Chercskin,.

Parsons, Rholes a Ruble, 1975). Young children appear to be more

influenced by the second, more recent cue in making judgments.

15
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However, order ofecue ,presentation,eannot explain the findings

entirely, since the Lodbl and Ruble study qounterbalanced the

order of.presenting ihe cueS This study, like the, others,

found stronger and mare consistent effects for OUtcbme than for

Norms. Thus, it 'likely that the difference is also tine, in
A .

past, to the, content of the.informatLon, . Outcome may be more

concrete, more salient, more fqmiliar, etc. than social norms

for,ycung children.

4. Developmental Trends in the use of cues in selflevalua-

tion.- The results of all thac studies shop that tha use of botli.

Outcome and Social Norni cues becomes stronget and ,more` pr'edietable

with age, even when the age difference was as small as one-year

(first 'vs. second graders). There were several Age X Outcome

interactions, in which, with increasing age, failure'resulted in

less positive ratings. Why age differences should occur only for
0

failure conditions is not compl4tely clear. A simple explanatiA

for these data based on a cognitive process sue ia as decentcring

is difficult to fornulate. It is possible that the relatively

high scores after success reflect a ceiling' effect. It is also

possible that younger,children are more defensive about failure

th'an older children; though this explanation SeemF, unlikely

since the same Age X Outcome intcvaction occurred in. the Ruble

and Loebl study in'which the subject6 were not rating themselves.

As mentioned earlier, this pattern is similar to f.inding repert-

ed by Costanzo et al. (1973) for moral tidgments, and a sncial-

experiential explanation. similar to theirs may be relevant herd

6
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That is, experiences with failure, and especially social dis-
/,

approval and punishment associated with failure, probably

increase substantially once children enter school.
P

4' Although there were few Age X Norm interactions, no main

effects or intp.ractions-witli Nprms were significant for children

six years or younger. Thus, in the situations rdp-resented in

these studies, children under the age of seven were'not using

social norms at.all in evaluative juUments. However, the effects

of-norms in these studies were also not strong or consistent for

the older children's*judgments.

Discussion
,

Therresults of these studies indicate clear developmental

difference& in the use of adhievament-related information in

making evaluative judgments., In addition, social norm informa-

tion is not used pr#edictably even, by second and third graders

though outcome is. Thus, in answer to a basic question underlying

these studies, young children are not using social norm and

outcome information consistently in their judgments according to

predictions derived from the Weiner et al!: model--at least not

in th-elaboratory situations. I do not, however, want to imply

that they cannot' use this information.

) Why do we get ftielse developmental changes? A number of

possibilities have already been mentioned. First, there are a

series of_possible cognitive or information-processing explana-

tions. Far example, Piaget suggests that it 44 not until the

stage of conpreteoperations (about 7 years) that children

deceriter and can integrate information in making judgments.

4 4i t) 7
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However, this does not seem to be a likely explanation for the

t. findings, since similar work with motal,judgments (Costanzo et al.,

.$1973)'an'd with achievement judgments (Kun et al., 1974) indicate
A

that very young children do integrate multiple cues in making

ratings of the kind used in the present studies.

Perhaps the source of-the developmental changes lies at a

more basic information-processing level, such as attention to or

/ memory of the information. Intuitively

believe that young children are notable to compare their perfor-

it is very difficult to

mance with others a.A:(71 then use the -information gained from this

comparison in evaluating themselves. It seems more likely that

somehow our experimental situations cloud th.:.,'processing o this

information through, for example, inducing them to attend to more
;

salient extraneous information. 'It is also possible that the

source of the problem is at the response leVel--the way the clue -
..

tion is asked or the rating scales employed. Rulingbut,.these

various task- or_situation-related TplanatiOns could be an into-

resting problem in itself,

A second possible source-,Ofdeve opmental differences is

social-experiential in 04,tire..As' mentioned earlier, children

.probably become more familiar with making evalu'ative judgments,
a

with success'andsfailure outcomes, and with comparing their per-,
formance with others, once they enter school. Thus, a large

*,change in the use of this kind of information in the early grades

of schobl, as found in these studies, would be expected.
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The above explanations are of necessity speculative; there

has been little research in thi;'area ;peci,fcally criAted4ward

"understanding underlying developmental processes. The furTher
.

explanation of the sources of developmental changes in judgmental'.

processes would be facilitated by a theoretical-model of dimen-

sions along-Which relevant social cues vary. This kind of model

would allow researchei,s working in differen,t content areas of

social judgments (e.g., moral, valuation, perception of kindness;

achievement-related eval,uation) to see the oveAlap.in their

..findings:--an overlap which must surely, be considerable. Tor

stat,ters, the following dimensions of so,cial cues might be

considered: 4

1. Valencepositive, negaive,-or neutral

2. Concreteness

3. loc'ationpersen or environment.

4. I'amiliqrity )

5. Quantity-the total number'of cues prescilted

6. Order--the order of presenting the cues

9

If we can become, more explicit about what the cues pres'entecl
o.

mean to the children (c.g. Is, success more familiar than failure;

Is Outcome more concrete than social norm information), then we

./7"-
should be able to make more rapid progress toward IpPndieting and

(fif;

interpreting the changes with age that occur.

1 0 i 9
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Table 1

Basic Design of 'the: Judgment Studies

As

High .

Social (Everyonp
succeeds-

Norms easy
task.)

Low
.(EVeryone
fails-
hard

1?task)

Youn er
Outcome,

°t

,,,

Older
Outcome

A

Some distinctive features of each study:

Ruble & Ross (1974`)

T

3.

'1. Task difficulty information is given instead of social norms
2 °Outcome is a betl.Yeen S factor;" task difficulty is within.

Ruble & Loebl (19.74)

1. The study is a complete within S design.
2. Ss rated hypothetical other children instead of 'selves.

.Loebl & tub1e (1975)

1. The study is a complete between S design.
2. Order of presenting the cues was counterbalanced.
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Ruble & Ro'ss (1974)
Method

e .

Subjects

The subjeetswere'.72 children recruited from Princeton and
surrounding areas by means of an ad4which was run in the local
.newspapers for,a weeks Each subtject received two dollars for ,

their ptrticipatiOn. There 'were 18 boys 'and 18 girls in each,of.
two...age levels: (1) 4-0 to.5-11 years, and (2) 7-6 to 9-5 years.
Testing was done during July, 1974.

Procedure

The subjects were tested individually in one twenty-minute
'session. They were first given practice with the-rating scales.
The scale for affect consisted of a large c4tdboard face with a
moveable mouth also used by Parsons &,Rgble'(1972) which tho
children conl&manipulate up br down to indicate their affeCtive
reaction to their performances. The scale for ability effort, and
task.difficulty6ratingsvonsisted. of nine circles afeincreasing size
The subjects were randomly assigned to cxlibriinental (n-A8) and con-trol (n= 24) groups and to success (n =36)' and failure 4n=36) con-ditions.

. The subjects were told that they would be performing z.iseries
of trials on a matching familiar figures task 'and general instruct-ions were given. Then all subjects were givenr-two practice trials
after which the,were given success Or failurfeedback depending
on condition but no other information. For the next four trials,
the experimental subjects receiVed task difficulty information
in addition to success/failure feedback; while the control subjects
received only theoutcome iAforMation.. Ralf of the experimental
subjects were told these tasks were very h'ard before'the first
set of two trials and Chat these tasks were very easy before the
second set of two trials. The other half of the experimental
subjects received the task difficulty information in the reverse
order.

After each set of two trials, the subjects were reminded 'of
the task difficulty information, were given outcome feedback, and
were then asked. to make the self-evaluative ratings. In addition,
subjects in the failure condition were given two. additional
trials, which were supposedly very hard and on which they were toldthey had done very well.

While one experimenter was, testing the subject, a second experi-
menter observed. the subject through a one-way mirror and rated
several non-verbal behaviors. These measures included number ofsmiles, number of eye contacts, general negative to positive facial
expresSion, and general relaxation.
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Ruble Sc.Loebl ( 1974)
Method

Subjects
* ,

0
The subjuats were 18 first and second graders from a public

elbmentary schoolj.n cehtralNew Jersey. There were five bows
and four girls in each grade. TestinglweS done during lt.e
March and .iarly April An 1974.-

Procedure 1

. The children were tested individually An one ten-minute
session.. First,, they were giver) practice 'using the five-point
rating scale (five circles Of increasing areal. All children
could easily rate three stick, figures according to height alomg the
scale. After some general instructions, the subjects were th'en
told our stories about other children doing-puzzles. In each
story, the child actor either succeeded or failed and his /her
peers either succeeded (high normst or failed (low norms)
Each subject receAved each of the our combinations of information
and made ratings On the five -point scale of the extent of task
difficulty, ility, and effort present in'each storyf

An 'examp e of a high norm, success story is as follows:

The teacher gives Lisa a puzzle to work on.,
The teacher elays. that' almost everyone else in the
class finished the puzzle when they tried it. Lisa
finishes the puzzle. °

Each story had a male And a female version, and each
subject received two male and two *female stories. The order
of presenting the stories was counterbalanced.

e o
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Loebl &,Rualu 01975).
Melthotl

SpbjectS'

The subjects were 104 firsthand second graders from a public
'school in central New JeFsey. There wore 26 boys and 26 girls in .

4.ach grade. '.Testing was ddne during February, 1975.
_

Procedure 're

Subjects were tested at ool,in groJps of four (2 boys and
2 girls from-the same grade) in one thirty- minute. session. They
were randomly assigned to one of six outcome (success, failure)
x,social (high low, coktrolY conditions. The four children
in each group were-seated u separatedeSks, some distance apart.'
They. were first given practice with the,rating sca3ots. The scale
for .affect was t4e cardboard face: with the moveable mouth as
described in Ruble and Ross., The scales for ability, effort, and
task 'diffiulty consisted of five eircleS of .increasing area:; and

the question each scald reprbSented was illuArated with a
cartoon (e.g,,, a person struggling to lift barbells represented
effort).

.

Next the children were given the first,of twaexpeiimental
.games, a picture arrangement task similar' to that in the WAIS.
It consisted of six cartoons that could be arranged to'form a story.
The children were told there I's only one:, way to arrange the cards.
TlIty wore, also told they-would all be working on the sank; type

of task, but. thb instructions minimized competitiOri-,

After all children were finished, the .experimenter (E). looked

at each child's set of cards and gave feedback individualy.
The E spoke in a low voice (and music 'was playing in the back-,
ground) so that the other children,could not hear. According
to c nditioneach hildyds told thal he/she succeeded or failed
and t at .the other children succee=ded 6, failed ,(or for the control
no in ormation was given).. Thworder of presenting the outcome
and ocial norm information was counterbalanced.

Then E asked the judgment questions. For example, for ability.
E asked, "How good do you think you .are at this kind of game:? Are
you a'little bit geed, pretty geod,.or very good? Mark the circ1

.
that showS me how good you aro at this." The order of presenting
the judgment questions was counterbalanced :across subjects.. Finally,
E ,a keel two memory check questions to make, sure the children
re t inbered the outcome and social norm information they woro given.

Next,.'the second task, a hidden-figures game was,descri'bed.
. Children were asked to find as many faceS,as they could in a
pictur of Z fOrest. The rest of the procedure was identical
to thaerdpscribed-above for the story cards game. Since this
second tpsk was mainly intended as a reliability ?heck, the social
Norm x Outcome condition remained the same as for task 1.
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FIGURE 1

Level of Affect as a=:Function of Outcome,

Social Norms, and Age (Par6ons'& Ruble)
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